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1 Extensionality and Intensionality

Two commonly used but insufficiently precise terms used to dicuss notions

of equality are “extensional equality” and “intensional equality.”

An extensional notion of equality treats two objects that have observa-

tionally equivalent properties as being equal. For example, one might con-

sider the sets � =
(
{single-digit primes} ∪ {6}

)
to be extensionally equal to

� =
(
{single-digit numbers} − {G2 | G ∈ N}

)
, since ∀=. (= ∈ � ⇐⇒ = ∈ �).

Similarly, G + H and H + G would be considered equal, since their results are

the same for any G and H.

Contrastingly, an intensional notion of equality only considers objects to

be equal if their definitions are equal. Often the equality of definitions is

checked syntactically; i.e., two definitions are equivalent if and only if they

are literally textually identical. With such a definition, neither � and � nor

G + H and H + G would not be considered equal.

Theories built on the lambda calculus that claim to use intensional

equality will often define this syntactic equality to be after , �, and �-
normalization. Thismakes the terms�(G:ℕ).G and (�(?:ℕ→ ℕ).?) (�(@:ℕ).@)
equal, and is often useful, since the evaluation rules don’t need to be manip-

ulated by the user.

2 Equalities

There are several different specific notions of equality used in papers. Some

effort is required to determine which one is in use.
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2.1 Judgmental Equality

A natural idea for implementing equality is to specify pairs of terms to be

equated directly by judgments, which convey no information other than the

equated terms (and, in the type theories we’re studying in this course, their

type). The equality judgment is written like:

Γ ` � ≡ �
Judgmental equality is silent and substitutional, in the sense that:

Γ ` " : � Γ ` � ≡ �
Γ ` " : �

This is a useful property if one wants to prove subject reduction (aka

type preservation).

However, judgmental equality lacks the ability to be used hypothetically,

since judgments cannot be added to the context. To be able to do proofs that

require assuming an equality (for example, showing that an assumption leads

to a contradiction), we often want a different notion of equality, typically

formalized as one of the types described below.

2.2 Identification Types

One of the best-known ways for encoding equality as a type is the family of

identification types (also called identity types), notated Id�(";#). Inten-
sional Martin-Löf Type Theory (or Intensional Type Theory) often adopts

identification types.

The rules that define them are:

1. Formation:

� type " : � # : �
Id-form

Id�(";#) type

2. Introduction:

" : �
Id-intro

refl(") : Id�(";")

3. Elimination:

� type # : � $ : � ? : Id�(# ;$)
G:�, H:�, @:Id�(G; H) ` � type

I:� ` " : �[G → I, H → I, @ → refl(I)]
Id-elim

J[G.H.@.�](I."; ?) : �[G → #, H → $, @ → ?]
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4. Computation:

� type # : � $ : �

G:�, H:�, @:Id�(G; H) ` � type

I:� ` " : �[G → I, H → I, @ → refl(I)]
Id-comp

J[G.H.@.�](I."; refl(#)) ≡ "[I → #] : �[G → #, H → $, @ → refl(#)]

The elimination and computation rules here are more complicated than

those encountered previously. so some explanation is warranted. These

rules state that to prove a statement � containing a term on an identification

type @, it suffices to consider the case where the term is refl. This is justified

by the only introduction rule being the reflexive case of equality.

There is also an alternative formulation of Id-elim and Id-comp:

� type " : �

% : Id�(";")
G:�, @:Id�("; G) ` � type

# : �[G → ", @ → refl(")]
Id-elim"=

J"=[G.@.�](# ;%) : �[G → ", @ → refl(")]

� type " : �

% : Id�(";")
G:�, @:Id�("; G) ` � type

# : �[G → ", @ → refl(")]
Id-comp

"=

J"=[G.@.�](# ; refl(")) ≡ # : �[G → ", @ → refl(")]
This formulation is often easier to use in practice, but is equivalent to the

one initially presented; see section 1.12.1 of [3] for details.

2.3 (Usual) Equality Types

Next, we introduce equality types Eq�(";#). They are intended to be

a direct internalization of judgmental equality by the following equality

reflection rule:

Γ ` ? : Eq�(";#)
Γ ` " ≡ # : �

Note that by the substitutional nature of judgmental equality the converse

holds as well:

Γ ` " ≡ # : �

Γ ` refl(") : Eq�(";#)
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In this sense, equality types and judgmental equality are equivalent.

Formally, the rules of equality types consist of those of identification types,

the equality reflection rule, and the following uniqueness rule:

? : Eq�(";#)
Eq-uniq

? ≡ refl : Eq�(";#)

2.4 Reflection-Free Equality Types

A variant of equality types is reflection-free equality types [2]. They are

intended to obtain the best parts of identification types and (ordinary)

equality types. Reflection-free equality types are obtained from equality

types by replacing the equality reflection rule by the following strict version

of the principle of uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP):

Γ ` ? : Eq�(";#) Γ ` @ : Eq�(";#)
Γ ` ? ≡ @ : Eq�(";#)

That is, UIP states that there is at most one term of a reflection-free

equality type. Note that the principle is called strict because the equality

between terms of the same reflection-free equality type in the conclusion is

judgmental.

2.5 Identification Types with UIP

We can also extend identification types with UIP, or alternatively Axiom K.

Axiom K is equivalent to UIP in the sense that either of the two is derivable

from the other; see section 7.2 of [3] for the details.

3 The∞-Groupoid Structure of Types

Theorem 1 (van den Berg and Garner [4]1). Each type � has the structure of an
∞-groupoid induced by the identification types constructed from � (recall that a
groupoid is a category whose morphisms are all isomorphisms, and an∞-groupoid
is an “infinite-dimensional generalization” of a groupoid).

This theoremdiscovers a new connection between type theory and higher

category theory. Note, however, that the theorem is much less interesting if

1Simultaneously, Lumsdaine [1] showed a similar result, exhibiting an ∞-category
structure on each type rather than the full∞-groupoid structure.
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identification types are substituted by the equality types or reflection-free

equality types introduced above, since all higher-dimensional structure is

trivial; this is one of the main reasons why identification types are the most

popular choice among types on equality.

The homotopy-theoretic point of view on type theory, which creates the

currently active field of homotopy type theory, interprets:

• Types as certain topological spaces;

• Elements as points in a topological space;

• Functions as continuous maps between topological spaces;

• Terms of identification types as paths between points.

We can justify the rules of identification types by the homotopy-theoretic

interpretation because any path can be continuously transformed into a

trivial path or reflexivity.
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